
Information Technology Council
Humboldt State University

Meeting Notes for: December 10, 2002, 2:00 P.M. to 4:05 P.M
Location: SBS 405

Members Present: Riley Quarles, Bill Cannon,  John Filce, Pat Collins, Katherine Granfield,
Mike Bradley, Mark Hendricks, Joan Van Duzer, Toby Walker, Jeremy
Shellhase

Others Present: Gary Noar (as proxy for Dale Sanford), Nick DeRuyter (ITS), Peter
Johnson (ITS), Linda Thompson (Bookstore),  Molly Simpson (Recorder)

1. Approval of the Minutes: Minutes of the November 14, 2002 meeting were approved
as amended  (Granfield/Walker).

2. Report Items:
                                                              

Network Advisory Group:  Collins noted that the group had nothing to report at this
time.   Cannon updated the Council on the TII project noting that the TII construction
contract had been awarded to Golden Bear.  Bids have been received for the
construction management contract. The target date for construction to begin is
January 7th, 2003.  A brief discussion ensued regarding plans for campus temporary
buildings. Cannon stated that for now, long range ethernet was being put into the
temporary buildings.  The Council discussed details of the project.

Desktop Support Working Group: The Council discussed possible group
involvement as technical advisors for LDAP.  Hendricks stated that the group discussed
the scope of the project and that they would be working with Peter Johnson in the
near future.  A motion was made to restructure the group to be the technical advisory
group for researching LDAP and looking at how it will fit into the campus and how it
will work (Collins/Van Duzer).  The Council decided that this group was already
charged with this task and will be working with Johnson.  Collins withdrew the
motion. 

Working Group on Assistive Technologies: Walker reported that the group would
be meeting on Thursday.   He noted that Tex had been working on some protocol
procedures as a possible way to evaluate, purchase, implement, and maintain system
adaptive software for interdisciplinary labs.  The draft document  will be discussed at
the next group meeting.  Walker noted that Tex and he were testing adaptive software
with XP.  Zoom Text 7.0 is not XP compliant.  He stated that XP does have a built in
screen magnifier.  It is not very usable and they will continue looking for a product that



will work with XP.  Cannon suggested that the group begin to examine what the best 
mix of software (and associated costs) would be to improve the accessibility of the
roaming laptop.  He stated that the campus currently has some wireless access points
in place and would be beginning pilots.  He noted that the goal over the next year is to
get wireless services in place at the Library, Quad, and University Center.  Additional
access points would be implemented in the AC Labs.  Walker thanked the Council for
supporting the group and helping them to achieve their goals to improve accessibility
on campus.  Discussion ensued regarding the use of wireless on other campuses and
the future of wireless on the HSU campus.

Common Software Acquisition Group: Quarles reported that the group did not
meet.  Thompson reminded the Council that the next Macromedia bulk buy date was
coming up.  She noted that she had not received many orders to date.

Working Group on Web Access: Quarles noted that the group would be meeting the
following day.  Van Duzer reported on a meeting she and Quarles had with Dawn Hill,
Jim Daniels, Carolyn Anderson, and Ralph McFarland to discuss transcription needs for
streaming media in on-line course.  She stated that the President would be having a
council meeting to discuss a number of issues one of which would be web accessibility
as it applies to instruction.  She stated that the group discussed alternatives to
transcription.  Quarles reported that the ~wag website was now up and running. 

Professional Development Group: Van Duzer reported that the group had not met
and had nothing to report.

Active Directory Working Group: This group did not meet.   

3. Discussion/Action Items:

Report from Cannon on SCIT, CSU, and the Microsoft Contract: Cannon
reported that SCIT had approved the latest draft version of the Technology Plan 2003
and it would be posted to the web site.  He stated that the target date for final
approval of the plan was February 2003.  

Cannon had nothing new to report on the Microsoft contract.  A brief discussion
ensued regarding possible contract changes.  Cannon noted that he was on a
committee charged with developing a privacy and security white paper for education
in the state of California.  The committee would be trying to put the paper together by
April.



4. New Business: 

Evaluation of Web-based Email Products: Cannon stated that the current webmail is
obsolete and that the campus would be looking at alternative products.  He noted that
he had queried other CSU campuses on what they are using and has only received five
responses to date.  Cannon told the Council that he had given the responses to
Camozzi and that Bradley was currently looking at the technical end.  He asked if the
Common Software Acquisition Group would like to work with Camozzi and Bradley on
developing a recommendation for the campus for a webmail package.  A brief
discussion ensued regarding possible packages.  Bradley noted that the goal was to
get as many different packages together as possible for evaluation and he would be
working with Camozzi and with the Help Desk.  The Common Software Acquisition
Group agreed to assist.   Cannon stated that costs are going up year after year.  He
noted that MeetingMaker was no longer a CSU-wide contract and is costing us
significantly more.  He also noted that the campus was starting support for PDAs and
that getting the pipeline conduits to hook up the PDAs in also expensive. The linkage
to get to MeetingMaker will be $22.00 a seat one time charge.  He stated that the
campus is spending a large amount of money on different packages such as Eudora
Pro and Outlook Express.  Cannon stated that the campus should be looking for some
type of unified messaging system.  He stated that Collaborative Suite from Oracle
appeared to be a great application with voice mail, email, Hotmail and webmail
interface, shared folders, document management, etc.  The price for this product
would be about $44.00 per seat.  Cannon noted that the campus needs to look at
different packages that would be reachable in cost.  Cannon asked the Common
Software Acquisition Group to evaluate messaging systems for the campus and the
group accepted.

Posting of Working Groups: Hendricks proposed developing a website to post all ITC
working group information including minutes, membership, and work done by the
group.  Quarles stated that he would discuss this with Donna Smith to see if it would
be possible to create a link from the ITC information into working group information
and would invite her to the next ITC meeting.  Quarles also stated that he would send
an email to the Chair of each working group asking for information on what the group
wants to post and would look at creating a template and reviewing it with Donna
Smith.

“White Paper”: Bradley noted that a draft had been circulating.  Nothing to report at
this time.

5. Announcements: 

Newweb: DeRuyter announced that the Newweb conversion would take place on the
20th.  Data would be moved from Sorrell to Newweb and then Newweb would be
renamed Sorrell.  He noted that if anyone had made changes on Newweb and wanted
to retain those changes, they should make a request to him.  He asked that any
problems be reported to UCS.  Discussion ensued regarding the details of the Newweb
conversion.



Middleware: Cannon reported that Middleware (now being called Identity 
Management) is both complex and confusing.  He stated that a new committee made
up of data owners on campus had been formed to work on the policy side of Identity
Management.  The committee is being called the Oversight and Policy Review
Committee.  The committee does not have faculty and student representation at this
time but representation will be added later on.  He noted that additionally a lead
technical group had been formed.  This group includes members of ITS and Steve
Heck. He noted that they had formed a survey that would be going out to all of the
major data owners to identify all of the data files and databases that they have
ownership of (as defined by the AUP).  Survey information will include where they get
the information from, where they send the information, how they index it, and how
they use social security numbers.  This information will help with the CMS
implementation and provide input on the effort it will take to get out of using social
security numbers as student identification.  Future legislation in California is expected
to ban the use of social security numbers as student identification.  Cannon distributed
a list of committee members.

Dave Simpson: Cannon announced that Dave Simpson would be officially retired as
of 12/31/02.  He invited all to attend a retirement reception for Simpson in the UC
Banquet Room from 3-5.

6. Adjournment: (Hendricks/Walker) 4:05 P.M. 

  


